
Sunday School Solutions Free Resource 

 
Review Matters—Make it Fun! 

 

Use this resource to make review time fun! Some of these are themed games that can go along with 
specific Bible lessons, and others are simply fun games that kids love. Most are easiest to play with the 
children competing against each other in teams. You could also play kids vs. teachers or have all the 
children work together to see how many points they can win.  

Scrambled Eggs—Write the numbers 1 through 12 in the sections of an egg carton, then put a marble or 
small rock in the carton. When a child answers a question, he may shake the egg carton, and his team 
wins the number of points that the marble lands on when he stops shaking it.  
  
Mystery Points—Cut squares from several different colors of paper and make a secret list of how many 
points each color is worth. Ask questions, alternating between the teams. When a child answers 
correctly, let him choose a square of any color but don’t reveal how many points each color is worth. At 
the end of the game reveal the point value for each color and total the points for each team. 
 
ZERO—Prepare brightly colored cards/shapes with various point values on them. This game can easily 
relate to any theme by putting points on the back of a shape/picture (fish, sheep, crowns, hearts, etc.) 
that relates to your lesson. Put the point cards in a container along with several cards that have “ZERO” 
written on them. When a child correctly answers a question, allow him to reach into the container and 
one at a time pull out as many cards as he wants to win points for his team, but if he gets a “ZERO” card 
have everyone yell “ZERO!” and his team loses all points from that round and his turn is over. Put all the 
cards back into the container and continue playing alternating between the teams. 
 
Animal Charades—Prepare pictures of animals (or use word strips with animal names) and let the 
children act them out. When a child answers a question, award his team 1,000 points and allow him to 
choose an animal card without showing it to his team. He has to do charades to help his team guess 
which animal is on the card. Be prepared to give suggestions quietly on how to act out each animal. 
Award an extra 1,000 points when the animal is correctly guessed. Animals that would be rather easy to 
act out include rabbits, dinosaurs, elephants, kangaroos, snakes, dogs, parrots, ducks, cats, monkeys, 
deer (with antlers), pigs, roosters, and cows. 
 
Wacky Workout (See free downloadable game cards.) 
Place “Wacky Workout” cards face down on a table. Divide children into teams and alternate asking 
questions between the teams. When a child correctly answers a review question, he may choose a card 
and lead his team in that exercise the number of times indicated on the card to earn that number of 
points for his team. Then he sets the card aside, and it’s the other team’s turn! At the end of the game, 
tally up the points and announce the winner. If you have older children who may think this game is too 
silly, let them choose a card and a TEACHER to complete the exercise. The kids will love the opportunity 
to make you act silly, and you get to burn off extra calories—it’s a win/win situation! 
 
                                Suggested Silly Exercises 

• Clap your hands behind your back four times. (400 points) 

• Do three jumping jacks with one eye closed. (300 points) 

• Spin your arms six times. (600 points)   

• Stand on 1 foot and quickly sing the ABCs. (100 points) 

• Touch your ears and stomp your feet 5 times. (500 points) 

• Hop two times and say your favorite color. (200 points) 



• Clap your hands above your head three times. (300 points) 

• Spin around one time without making noise. (100 points) 

• Touch your toes five times and say our memory verse. (500 points) 

• Lift one knee six times and say the Word Up (600 points) 

• Clap your hands two times under your leg (200 points) 

• Hop on one foot four times and say your name. (400 points) 

 

Instant Review Games 
 

These games are in a special category—those that are ready to go at a moment’s notice. They are great 
for times when the sermon runs long, and unexpectedly your class runs long as well. Or when parents 
are late to pick up children. It’s always handy to know how to play a review game that doesn’t require 
any preparation, props, or supplies. Enjoy these “instant” review games for those unexpected teaching 
opportunities that tend to happen in children’s ministry.  
 

Guess Which Hand—Hold a small item such as a coin or paper clip in one hand and put both 
hands behind your back. When a child correctly answers a question, double his points if he can 
guess which hand is holding the item. 

 
Rock, Paper, Scissors—When a child gets a question right he wins 1,000 points for his team, but 
if he can beat you—the teacher—in a game of rock, paper, scissors, he wins double points!   
 
I Spy—Choose an object in the room and tell the kids what color it is, then ask review questions. 
When a child answers a question correctly, he gets one million points and gets to guess what he 
thinks the object is. When a child guesses what the object is, his team gets an extra one million 
points, and you can choose a new object and keep on playing.  

 
There you have it! Lots of fun games to prep and play so you can START reviewing right away!  
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